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Abstract 
The visual essay presents ‘Wearlog’, a disruptive innovation in smart 
wardrobes which logs wearing, washing and mending to promote longer 
lasting clothes. Wearlog doubles as a critical research tool to investigate the 
agency of things and to ask how human and nonhuman can conspire together 
to prolong nonhuman life. Spanning worlds of different durations, Wearlog 
exposes the tensions between finite matter, infinite data, human lifespans and 
planned technological obsolescence. The paper asks how ubiquitous systems 
could flow through time given the entropy endemic within the network and 
speculates on the long term prospects for things.
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Very slowly over time my things began to overwhelm me. The bulk of 
these things were garments, the moderately sized collection of 
wearable artefacts that clothe me and also, more problematically, the 
irrationally large hoard of clothes that have rarely or never clothed me 
at all.

These unworn, largely unwearable but always destined to be worn 
things created a mounting pressure upon me which one day, whilst I 
sat submissively in their midst, urged me to act (see Bennett 2011 on 
hoards). It was 2008, the day I decided not to acquire any more 
clothing, ever. The clothes in my extended wardrobe at that moment 
became the only items with which I now clothe myself for the rest of my 
life. Some time later, both I and these things became part of a 
technosocial system called Wearlog which uses ubiquitous computing 
to log how I and the things ‘wear’, that is, how we wear one another 
and how we wear out. 

Patiently, I sew ubiquitous technology into my clothes. RFID tags, like 
penny-sized black buttons, join with needle and thread to lodge 
permanently in bikinis, aprons, party dresses and vests. Every last 
thing in my sprawling wardrobe is retrofitted with this sensor 
technology and linked to a network which datamines key events in the 
clothing’s life. Wearlog senses when a garment leaves the wardrobe, 
when it enters the washing machine and when it lands in the mending 
basket. And then Wearlog remembers exactly which items have been 
worn, washed and mended, when.

Temporal ubiquity
Ubiquitous computing, or ubicomp, helps us manage our stuff by giving 
everyday objects processing power. The Internet of Things is the 
branch of ubicomp that helps us identify and locate things in real-time, 
real-world environments (Dourish and Bell 2011). These emergent 
technologies have been fast to tell us what a thing is doing and where 
it is but are slow to locate the thing within its lifespan. For how long will 
it perform the roles expected of it and how much time remains before it 
dematerializes out of existence or rematerializes as a new thing?

This essay steers away from the dominant notion of ubiquity as things 
in all places instead to consider ubiquity as things in all times. The 
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Internet of Things is a system for foreverness as much as it is one of 
everywhereness (see Greenfield 2006). It is pervasive in time and 
space. We have started to expect our data to last ‘forever’, a woolly 
notion of indeterminate duration, quite possibly longer than a human 
lifespan but far from an infinite certitude. At the same time, the 
finiteness of garments can be anticipated with some conviction. My ski-
suit is robust but it will not last forever. 

Between the fast, eternal data and the slow, finite matter lies a vast 
technosocial system of technologies, artefacts and practices that 
encompasses many worlds of different durations (see Dourish and Bell 
2011; Bennett 2011). How could ubiquitous systems ever flow through 
time given the entropy endemic within the network? I think hard upon 
this matter and am alarmed that others barely do so at all. The 
extremity of Wearlog presents me with some specific practical and 
theoretical problems although the perplexities of stretching out 
ubicomp perpetually should perhaps trouble us all.

Granted, it is hard to think long term when all around us the future has 
been forcefully compressed into a wafer-thin strata of 
‘nextness’ (Bogost 2011), that dazzling conveyor belt of endless 
novelty which blinds us from the view thereafter. Needless to say, 
forward planning for ubiquitous systems takes place in this ‘proximate 
future’ (Dourish and Bell 2011) in which devices come with protection 
plans and money can buy certainty. The proximate future is one of 
promise, of promises which expire unapologetically in the blink of an 
eye, promises which are superseded by ever faster, ever more blinding 
promises. Invisible to the naked eye lies a future beyond of deep 
uncertainty and deep time (Stager 2011).

What comes next is a story of Wearlog played out in the speculative 
arena of a mid-term future measured in human lifetimes rather than 
product life cycles and fashion seasons. It hovers in a time span 
between my sole surviving grandparent’s birth and my own death 
maybe some fifty years hence, a notionally plausible timescale for a 
human to embrace. This 140-year snippet covers the period from 
which my oldest things date, the 1920s, to the time they are left to go 
on without me. Their material vitality predates and postdates me (see 
Bennett 2010).

The matter with smart wardrobes
Strictly speaking, Wearlog is a smart wardrobe although its principles 
are at odds with industry standards of ‘smart’. Most early innovations in 
the Internet of Things cluster rather unimaginatively around its potential 
as a global supply chain management tool. Smart things move around 
the globe more cleverly than dull things and are better skilled at self-
promotion. Smart things get smarter and smarter at finding the people 
that might want them, at making themselves indispensable, and at 
making unsmart things look so drab, so bereft of functionality that they 
must be replaced. Unsurprisingly, the development of the first smart 
wardrobes has followed the smart logic of capital accumulation by 
supporting cycles of decisions around buying, wearing and discarding 
clothes (see, for example, Dressipi n.d. and Tsujita et al. 2010). Smart 
wardrobes capitalize on the joy of newness. They are a celebration of 
vapid identity construction through shopping. They desensitize the 
wearer to the disappointment of a poorly performing garment or the 
grief of throwing a once-cherished item away.

Wearlog reappropriates smart wardrobe technology by disrupting 
cycles of divestment and by generating a resensitization to materiality, 
or the ‘mattering’ of matter (Barad 2003: 817). This article draws on 
theories of distributed agency (Barad 2003, 2007; Suchman 2007; Law  
and Mol 1995; Coole and Frost 2010) to explore how our things might 
encourage us to look after them and respect their materiality. Uncertain 
quite how interdependent the things in Wearlog are, I wonder whether 
human and non-human could conspire together to prolong non-human 
life. I have come to realize how ‘utterly dependent’ (Clark 2011: 30, 
italics in original) I am on my socks and how coolly indifferent they are 
both of me and of their holes.

It was Jane Bennett’s writing on vibrant matter that first made sense of 
my peculiar relationship with the things in my wardrobe. For Bennett, a 
thing is slightly more than what a human sees in it. It’s a ‘vivid entity’ 
with a small degree of independence from the words, images and 
feelings it provokes in us (Bennett 2010: 5). This resonated with my 
musings on the long-term residents of my mending basket, those 
stubborn socks whose survival could not be explained as merely an 
auxiliary object to keep human feet warm. Can things outsmart their 
premature expiry dates so that when a not-so-new thing loses its 



allure, its thingness keeps us hooked? Could thingness possibly be the 
antidote to nextness? A loyalty scheme for the things’ fickle owners? 

Things seduce the humans around them with their little-understood 
dominion of thing-power. Bennett describes this as the vital force 
emanating from material formations although we cannot rule out that 
solitary agents have thing-power too (Clark 2011). Thing-power makes 
us squeamish, understandably so. As Shaviro says ‘we cannot escape 
the pervasive sense, endemic to Western culture, that we are alone in 
our aliveness, trapped in a world of dead, or merely passive, matter 
(Shaviro (n.d.: 2). It is hard to grasp that Wearlog’s thingness is ‘as 
much energy as matter’ (Bennett 2010: 20).

But ubicomp developers have assimilated the agency of matter without 
hesitation, building environments of autonomous data capture in which 
things have self-configuring qualities. Here the question of agency is 
explicit and physical objects are lauded as ‘active participants in 
business processes’ (Wikipedia contributors). As a business solution, 
thing-power is not threatening at all.

How does the ‘regular’ thing-power of a sock and the ‘synthetic’ thing-
power of its ubiquitous cousin relate? What happens to the things in 
my wardrobe when they get their RFID chips, and how does it affect 
our relationship? Perhaps ubiquity makes thing-power more visible, 
more palatable and more coveted, but can ubiquitous networks 
actually increase thing-power by strengthening human/non-human 
relations, or by increasing the independence of things? Or, 
tantalizingly, does some form of transcendence take place? Here are 
some stories that explore relationships, life and death in a ubiquitous 
network, everyday tales about how things stay alive.

Vibrancy / wear
Brown stripy jumper was hand-knitted into existence circa 1942 and 
most of its life has passed by unrecorded by human or machine. The 
two of us met through the Internet in 2006 and I like to think we have a 
happy mutual relationship based on warmth, aesthetics and fit. I could 
spin some fine tales of our recent encounters, although brown stripy 
jumper would no doubt see things differently and I don’t pretend to 
know what it’s like to be made of wool (see Bogost 2012). But now, in a 
dramatic turn in brown stripy jumper’s fate, it is to be retrofitted with an 
RFID tag that will generate reliable and irksomely dry data of every 
event in its coming life. I, the wearer of it, the worn, join with the 
wardrobe, the washing machine, the mending basket and an immense 
cast of extras to generate data for a clothing chronicle of 
unprecedented temporal dimensions.

Human–jumper encounters can be degenerative events (see Barad 
2007: 137 on generative matter). Cuffs, elbows and armpits slowly 
perish with each wear. Non-human–jumper relations present 
competing forms of deterioration. Moths, given half a chance, will feast 
on its fatty oils and leave behind small, randomly positioned holes. 
Washing machines and drying apparatus threaten to deform the 
garment through the collaboration of water, heat, friction and gravity.

Some knitwear resists wear better than others, and bright green 
cardigan resists more than most. As Bennett would say, it pulled me at 
a jumble sale way back in 1986 and has not lost its pulling power ever 
since (Bennett 2011). Its age is debatable but the hand-knitted 
synthetic yarn suggests circa 1970. Bright green cardigan and myself 
have had a vigorous somatic relationship for over a quarter of a 
century. Neither us of us has changed size significantly over this time. 
My desire to wear bright green cardigan has been steadfast, bright 
green cardigan’s performance has been unfaltering. Its artificial fibres 
are kind to human skin and show no significant signs of deterioration 
after all these years of regular use and abuse. Its style is neither in nor 
out of fashion, our shapes and colours work well in any era. It is robust 
in the washing machine, deters stains and dries niftily on the clothes 
horse.

It is predicted that bright green cardigan will enjoy a longer shelf life 
than brown stripy jumper. The performance data of these two 





garments, and potentially millions more like them, creates the 
opportunity for a new era of thing-sourcing in which the things take 
care of themselves. Thing-sourcing is forecast to be vastly more 
effective than traditional methods of crowd-sourcing, unrestrained as it 
is by the ‘limits of collective human action’ (Clark 2011: 29). As a self-
organizing resource management tool, thing-sourcing distributes 
responsibility among things, offloads peak demand for resources and 
turns things into problem solvers, although not necessarily of the 
problems that humans regard as paramount. Thing-sourcing is a 
vibrant manifestation of thing-power which shows how adventurous 
things can be (Clark 2011).

Let us imagine that woollens in wardrobes everywhere start lifelogging 
their wear through smart wardrobe technology. Massive-scale 
‘wearlogging’ generates the intelligence to make predictions for jumper 
longevity and make repair recommendations to consolidate jumper 
futures. Soon, every jumper has a legacy chip containing its durability 
data and every custodian earns points for its due care. Let us envisage 
that jumpers, washing machines, detergents, darning mushrooms, 
weather forecasts, wool prices and sheep all communicate in a 
network of relations to create a global smart wardrobe that generates 
unprecedented resource efficiencies and a smarter class of human.

‘Pioneering solutions for post-peak resource use’, the marketing slogan 
proclaims. ‘Sign up now for a self-mending digital ecosystem!’ offers 
the post-human innovation startup. Meanwhile academics discuss the 
critical agenda of ubiquitous technology as a post-human ecology, a 
techno-fix to shift human consciousness towards the vitality of all 
matter. Who will be the first to acknowledge the Internet of Things as 
the great leveller that wrenches us from the tenacious nature/culture 
binary (see Morton 2010)? We wonder at the newly visible vibrancy of 
things and finally, with humility, we realize that humans are not so 
special after all.

Resilience / wash
Let us consider nylon–human relations in the wearing of tights. My 
voluminous limbs stretch and strain the delicate rectangular tubes of 
the tights’ body, the weight of my body and all the other clothes it 
wears is transferred to the ground through a gossamer layer of 
polymer fibres; toenails threaten ephemeral seams, skin meets nylon 

meets shoe inner; synthetic dyes, body heat, friction, sweat and rain 
together configure to leave footprints on the tights in the hue of the 
insole; these indelible markings confer with the legacy of heel bones to 
remind feet where to nestle on their next visit. With this gesture the 
stains and distortions remain a secret to others. Feet reiterate norms, 
tights reiterate forms (see Butler 1993 in Suchman 2007: 272).

I am the custodian of an alarming quantity of tights, quite possibly 
hundreds, and together, it perhaps goes without saying, we are by no 
means smart. Since the age of fourteen I have hoarded all the pairs I 
have ever owned and laddered, incapable as I am of either throwing 
them away, or of taking it in my hands to mend them. Two bin bags of 
faintly remembered nylon are identified by a pre-digital code passed 
down through the generations; a knot tied in the leg of a stocking 
marks a site needing repair. Another type of knot precariously unites 
two halves of a wooden clothes horse, tied by the hand of a 
grandparent, probably before my birth. Legacy hardware, instability in 
a steady state, one hasty knot just keeping things together as the 
decades creep on by. How easy to forget how long the fragile things 
can linger.

After long hours spent sewing RFID chips into each pair of tights the 
sheer volume of unwearable hosiery is undiminished. My needle could 
have gainfully attended to the hundreds of waiting ladders and 
performed scores of small repairs so that many of the long-standing 
knots which identify them could have been undone. Limp legwear 
seeks purposeful activity. For now it’s just positioned matter, hung out 
to dry. What is promised and how will it all turn out? 

RFID tag lodged in nylon becomes a prosthetic device, a technological 
enhancement for a humble pair of tights. Cyborg hosiery. Are the tights 
worthy? Cyborg cardigans, cyborg jumpers. Does this make sense? 
We don’t question the use of prosthetics to keep humans alive or to 
improve their quality of life. But just as we have become adept at using 
artificial means to increase human longevity, it is through artificial 
means that we contrive to curtail non-human life and to keep things 
dead. Longevity must be a virtue for things as it is for humans. Let us 
celebrate the long-lived thing.





Endurance / mend
Sunbathing proudly on the bonnet of a fawn-coloured Trabant on a 
bitter Sunday morning in 2007 lay an array of sturdy socks alongside 
skeins of the oily wool from which they were fashioned. Hungarian 
socks were proclaiming the beginning of their thinghood to the world. 
Inside the modest vehicle, a man and an impressive fur hat fitted 
flushly between the driver’s seat and the upper limits of the interior 
while a dance ensued between steering wheel, skein, gnarled hands 
and knitting needles, a dance bringing new socks to life.

The socks offered great promise, of warmth, skill, authenticity and the 
memory of an exotic elder who appeared to have driven down from the 
Eurasian steppe to tout his wares. Basic words were exchanged with 
the sockmaker to agree upon the value of his labour and soon 
Hungarian socks were thawing out my icy feet. Pre-RFID global supply 
chain information, value proposition and take-to-market strategy were 
saved to human memory, to be transferred to the Wearlog database 
when it came into being some time hence.

With such a wealth of legacy data how could Hungarian socks be left 
to perish when, five years on, they show the ravages of wear? Half an 
hour of human effort and the socks are roadworthy again for months, if 
not years, to come. Over the course of their life a series of reiterative 
acts will take place around Hungarian socks’ holes and frailties. This 
exciting first darn is a comely reconfiguration of their fibres that further 
increases my sense of allegiance. I flaunt Hungarian socks in airport 
security and in any well-heeled company so that others may witness 
the added value that is the darn.

Visible mending reminds us of the materiality and the temporality of the 
thing. The delicate patchwork of repair is the narrative of its suffering 
and endurance. Each new darn declares the thing’s power; humans 
think it worth mending, it should not be thrown away. Visible mending 
flaunts any lingering pretensions towards ubicomp’s mantra of 
invisibility. Weiser, the father of ubiquity, would banish all technology 
from sight so as not to intrude on our consciousness (Weiser 1994). 
This long tarnished ideology (Suchman 1995) only serves to 
exacerbate ecologies of ignorance (Luhmann 1993; Rabinow 2004). 
What we cannot see, we cannot know so we assume there is nothing 

to know. Likewise we cannot sense what needs to be mended so we 
believe there is nothing to mend.

There is no black boxing in Wearlog. The technical system operates in 
a state of utter precariousness and needs patch upon patch to stay 
alive. Wearlog is on constant alert. Issues of interoperability, upgrades, 
lockdown, backwards compatibility or the rare earth bubble (Adams 
2010) must be overcome. Deadly systemic breakdown can be stalled 
by regular maintenance, but this kindness to the system depends on 
the loyalty and expertise of humans. How can a device designed to 
measure and promote endurance contrive to stay alive itself? If the 
things in the network act on their own initiative, as is the promise of the 
Internet of Things, can they channel their efforts to maintain the whole? 
Can menderbots thing-source the patches? We humans have already 
imagined scenes of post-human repair (WALL-E 2008; Jones 2011). 
Can the thing-power of Wearlog outsmart its planned digital 
obsolescence in the way a darning needle can outsmart a hole? 

Wearlog is a system determined to prolong the life of things. Its activist 
agenda is to nurture an ethics of care towards the things we live with 
and upon which we depend. As such, it is a machine for generating 
mending gestures. It reconfigures the relations between sock, yarn, 
needle, human and hole to perform a small act of repair. The Wearlog 
mending basket datamines human/sock relations through their 
mending encounters. It becomes a hive of industry and the data 
suggests that mending works wonders. Can this modest act really 
make sock and human a little bit more alive?





Obsolescence / linger
Tomato tights endured most of their life neatly folded away from dust 
and daylight in the small 1950s suitcase which, for decades, housed 
the fine denier hosiery. With their racy colour they were a prominent 
member of the nylon community, but they seldom ventured out of 
safety and into the world. They had little contact with skin because, 
sadly, they were a hard act to pull off in any outfit, too vibrant for the 
limbs of their human contemporaries. Their fleeting moment as a 
fashion statement was long forgotten. These high quality tights were 
permanently ready to wear but continually resisted being worn out. 

In their afterlife, tomato tights are just as striking and eerily unworn. A 
quick rinse and a willing pair of human legs is all these redundant 
things need to return to their former material distinction. So ephemeral 
is the wearability of tights that a slight snag can curtail their 
operationality, yet the willed immortality of a high tenacity polymer is 
indefatigable. Their materiality is recalcitrant and refuses to expire. Not 
yet on their last legs, the possibility of new legs or of a new beginning 
entirely can still transpire. Instead of writing tomato tights off as legally 
dead matter (London 1932) perhaps we should appreciate how lively 
dead matter can still be. Left to their own devices tomato tights wind up 
in a post-human entanglement of rewilding and respawning. The 
threads of their storylines are beyond human prophecy.

We are getting to the end. Wearlog is a system of decay, a system 
obsessed with deterioration that anticipates its own death. The 
advances of moths and elbows and the forward march towards weak 
heels is datamined through the meanderings of each garment between 
the wardrobe, the washing machine and the mending basket. Progress 
indicators show where an object is in its lifespan. This much Wearlog 
can know, but urgent questions about the asymmetric temporalities of 
digital and physical matter rely on pure speculation. What is the 
comparative advantage, or disadvantage, of software and cloth in 
relation to social practices and human flesh? The points of tension are 
visible between technologies and artefacts which are destined to 
endure (darning needle, data, nylon), and those which are bound to 

expire (laptop, web standards, sock). A laptop sees out three summers, 
RFID standards two decades, an Edwardian wardrobe three centuries, 
and a darning needle beyond a millennium. My human flesh is nearing 
the halfway point in its expected lifespan. In but a few decades those 
expert menders, my fingers, will mend no more.

Patched beyond repair, the collapse of the technical system does not 
spell Wearlog’s demise, nor does it weaken its integrity. Wearlog’s 
mission to sustain its things only terminates upon the death of the 
concept, that moment in time when performing acts of caution and 
kindness towards things becomes a pointless, untenable or dangerous 
exercise. Until that moment, this lifelong folly must continue with 
deadly serious intent to preserve things that wear so that I have things 
to wear. 

Day after day, living and non-living things assemble through Wearlog 
to disobey the laws of obsolescence (London 1932). It is domestic 
disobedience on a shocking scale. The thought that a human could 
survive without buying new things, even with a bespoke smart 
wardrobe at their aid, is counterintuitive to the masses of people who 
depend on newness in their lives. To placate the panic of those that still 
consume I assure you that ubicomped post-consumerism is so very 
easy to do. Admittedly, the challenges of making matter last will 
become more gripping over time but caring for things is a rewarding, 
non-confrontational and genuinely anti-catastrophic act. 

It is common sense. It is art. It is a cautionary tale. It is a new 
materialist manifesto, ubicomp’s new mission to make non-human 
matter matter to humans. Once this goal is achieved, the smart 
wardrobe as a ubiquitous life support system for clothing is redundant. 
The humans are as smart as the clothes. Nevertheless, there is no 
promise of a happy ending. Humans should proceed with extreme 
caution (Jonas 1984) but, no matter what, things will be OK.
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